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Fig.2 Temporal frame of speech Fig.3 Fourier Transform of the frame of speech

- Acoustic Descriptor = numerical value for describing an acoustic property of the signal (speech or music).- Acoustic Descriptor are used to characterize the signal by a limited set of values and to extract information from it.- Different types of acoustic descriptors exist, distinguished according to 4 points of view:1. Steadiness or dynamicity: value extracted from the signal at a given time or a parameter from a model of the signal behavior along time (ex: mean, distribution of a parameter).2. Time extent of the description provided by the descriptor: some apply to the whole signal (Global Descriptor) or to a part of it (Local Descriptor).3. Abstractness of the descriptor: what the descriptor represents.4. Extraction process of the feature: some descriptors are directly computed on the waveform (ex: zero-crossing rate) or after a transformation of the signal (ex: Fourier Transform). Some otherrelate to a model of the signal or try to mimic the output of the ear system.
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Fig.4 Illustration of the Zero Crossings Detection
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Fig.5 Illustration of the Spectral Slope computation and the MEL scaleof frequencies
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Aim: extracting information from speech signal for finding significant differences betweennormal speakers and pathological speakers.Principle: Use of the correlation between 87 acoustic descriptors for discriminating normaland pathological voices.Database: Kay Elemetrics MEEI Database consisting on 53 normal and 657 pathologicalsustained vowels /a/.
Computation of the Correlation Matrix

Fig.6 Normophonic Voice Fig.7 Pathological Voice

Pearson Coefficient of Correlation

Selection of the most discriminant correlation

Fig.8 Discriminant power of the correlations (in ascending order)

Discriminant power by Fisher Analysis

The correlation between thespecral decrease and the firsttristimulus in Bark frequency bandsis the most discriminant betweenthe two populations.

Discrimination between Normophonic and Pathological Voices

Fig.9 Distribution of the most discriminant correlationfor the normal and pathological voices Fig.10 Receiver-Operator Curve for the discriminationbetween the normal and pathological voices

Confusion matrix associated to the crossingpoint of the distributions
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Aim: extracting information from music signal for browsing through large collection of musicalsamples or analyzing the structure of a musical excerpt.
Browsing through collection of violin samples

Fig.11 Organization of violin frames in a 3 descriptors space Fig.12 Organization of violin frames in a 2 descriptors space

Analyzing the structure of a musical excerpt

Fig.13 Illustration of the computation of chromatic information Fig.14 Illustration of the computation of rhytmic information

Timbre analysis

Melody analysis

Rhythm analysis

Fig.15 Analysis of the song 'Foule sentimentale', Alain Souchon
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